This article introduces vortex nerve complexes in CW (Closure finite Weak) topological spaces, which first appeared in works by P. Alexandroff, H. Hopf and J.H.C. Whitehead during the 1930s. A vortex nerve is a CW complex containing one or more intersecting path-connected cycles. Each vortex nerve has its own distinctive shape. Both vortex nerve shapes (bounded planar surfaces with nonempty interior) and holes (bounded planar surfaces with empty interior that live inside and define shapes) have boundaries that are path-connected cycles. In the context of CW complexes, the usual Betti numbers B 0 (cell count), B 1 (cycle count) and B 2 (hole count) provide a basis for the introduction of several new Betti numbers, namely, vortex Bvtex, vortex nerve B vNrv and shape B vsh introduced in this paper. In addition, results are given for CW complexes equipped with a descriptive proximity as well as for the homotopy types of vortex nerves and the complexes and cycles contained in the nerves.
Introduction
This paper introduces vortex nerve complexes in a CW topological space K. A cell complex is a nonempty collection of cells attached to each other. A cell in the Euclidean plane is either a 0-cell (vertex) or 1-cell (edge) or 2-cell (filled triangle). A nonvoid collection of cell complexes K has a Closure finite Weak (CW) topology, provided K is Hausdorff (every pair of distinct cells is contained in disjoint neighbourhoods [11, §5.1, p. 94] ) and the collection of cell complexes in K satisfy the Alexandroff-Hopf-Whitehead [1, §III, starting on page 124], [16, pp. 315-317] , [17, §5, p. 223] containment and intersection conditions CW containment condition: The closure of each cell complex E (denoted by cl(cxE)) is a member of K. The closure cl(cxE) equals the set of all cells on the boundary as well as in the interior of complex cxE. CW intersection condition: The intersection of any two bounded skeletons in K is also in K.
Although not considered here, it also possible to work through the results for vortex nerves in a Leseberg bounded topological space [10, 9] , since every vortex nerve is a nonempty bounded set in a topological space of bounded sets [8] . Each vortex cycle A (denoted by vcycA (briefly, vortex cycA)) is a collection of nesting, path-connected, filled cycles. This paper continues the work on nerve complexes introduced in [15] . A planar vortex nerve is a nonempty collection of intersecting filled cycles. A planar filled cycle A (denoted by cycA) is a bounded region of the plane containing a non-void finite, collection E of path-connected vertices so that there is a path between any pair of vertices in cycA. There are two types of cycles, namely, shape boundary cycle and hole boundary cycles. Each planar shape is a finite, bounded region covered by a filled cycle. A planar shape shA has path-connected vertices on its boundary (denoted by bdy(shA)) and a nonempty interior (denoted by int(shA)) that is either partially or completely filled. A partially filled shape interior contains holes. A planar hole is a finite, bounded planar region with a cycle boundary and an empty interior. A surface puncture in a piece of paper, the space bounded by a hoop and the space between the inner wall of a torus are examples of holes. The interior of a hole contains no cells.
A planar nerve in a CW complex is a collection of cells that have a common part. 
Example 1. Let cycles cycA, cycB be represented in Fig. 1 (i) with a common part, namely, edge > 4a, 4b = > 5a, 5b. Consequently, cycA ∩ cycB = ∅. Hence, the collection F = {cycA, cycB} is an Edelsbrunner-Harer nerve. Notice that F is also a collection a vortex nerves. Definition 2. Let K be a finite collection of sub-complexes in a CW complex. A vortex nerve consists of a nonempty collection E of filled cycles cycA in K (denoted by vNrvE) that have have nonempty intersection and which have zero or more edges attached between each pair of cycles in vNrvE, i.e., vNrvE = cycA ⊆ E : cycA = ∅ .
Example 2.
A collection E of filled cycles = {cycA, cycB, cycC, cyce 1 ( e 1 ), cyce 0 ( e 0 )} is represented in Fig. 1 (ii). Consequently, cycA∩cycB = ∅. Hence, the collection NrvE = {cycA ∈ E : cycA = ∅} is an Edelsbrunner-Harer nerve.
Holes define surface shapes. A shape is a finite, bounded planar region with a 1-cycle boundary and a nonempty interior. By contrast, a hole is a finite, bounded planar region with a 1-cycle boundary and an empty interior. Planar holes are represented by bounded opaque regions. A non-hole in the interior of a filled cycle is represented by a white planar region. Typically, shapes such as bicycle tire (one hole) or a rabbit (many holes such as mouth, nostrils, ears) are defined by holes in their interiors.
Example 3.
A massive planar hole is represented by the opaque region labelled cycA in Fig. 1 (i). A filled planar cycle containing a hole surrounding a non-hole region in its interior is represented by the opaque region labelled cycA in Fig. 1 (ii).
Preliminaries
This section briefly presents the notation, basic definitions and elementary lemmas and theorems for a descriptive proximity spaces.
A descriptive proximity space X is defined in terms of a probe function Φ that maps each a nonempty subset A in X to a feature vector that describes A. Let 2 X denote the collection of subsets in X. The mapping Φ : 2 X −→ R n defined by
For the axioms for a descriptive proximity, the usual set intersection ∩ for a traditional spatial proximity [12 
is nonempty, there is at least one element of A with a description that matches the description of an element of B. It is entirely possible to identify a pair of nonempty sets A, B ∈ 2 X separated spatially (i.e., A and B have no members in common) and yet A, B have matching descriptions. The relation δ Φ reads descriptively close. We write A δ Φ B, provided the feature vector that describes A matches the feature vector that described B. Let X be equipped with the relation δ Φ . The pair (X, δ Φ ) is a descriptive proximity space, provided the following axioms are satisfied.
The converse of axiom dP2 also holds.
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 1. Example 4. Recall that B 2 is a Betti number that counts the number of holes in a complex in a CW space k [18] . Let Φ(vNrvX) = (B 2 ) be a feature vector that describes a cell complex in a CW space K. Also, let the pair of cell complexes that are vortex nerves in K be represented by vNrvE = {cycA, cycB} in Fig. 1(i) and vNrvE ′ = {cycA, cycB, cycC} in Fig. 1(ii) . From Lemma 2 and Theorem 2, axioms dP0, dP1, dP3 are satisfied for the space K. Also observe that of the vortex nerves vNrvE, vNrvE ′ contain one hole represented by an opaque sub-complex in each nerve, namely, cycA in Fig. 1(i) and cycA in Fig. 1(ii) , i.e., Both nerve complexes have the same number of holes
Main Results
This section gives some main results for collections of proximal vortex cycles and proximal vortex nerves. Example 5. In Fig. 1(ii) , nesting cycles cycA, cyc e , cycB, cyc e 0 , cycC constitute a vortex and have B vtex = 5.
Vortex nerve Betti number B vNrv (number of vortex nerve cells, cycles and holes) Let vNrvE ′ be a planar vortex nerve. Its Betti number is denoted by B vNrv . Shape Betti number B sh (number of shape cycles and holes) Let shE ′′ be a planar shape.
Its Betti number is denoted by B sh . Example 6. In Fig. 1(ii) , a shape shE is defined by the vortex nerve vNrvE, which contains nesting cycles cycA, cyc e 1 , cycB, cyc e 0 , cycC. Notice that cycles cyc e 1 , cyc e 0 are bi-directional edges. In addition, the interior of cycA contains a hole (represented by the opaque sub-region in cycA). Hence, B sh = 2 + 5 + 1 = 8.
Lemma 3. Let B 0 , B 1 , B 2 be Betti numbers that count the number of cells, number of cycles and number of holes in a planar CW complex, respectively. Then 
Topology on Vortex Cycle
Spaces. This section introduces the construction of topology classes of vortex cycles and vortex nerves. Topology classes have proved to be useful in classifying physical objects such as quasi-crystals [4] and in knowledge extraction [7] . Such classes provide a basis for knowledge extraction about proximal vortex cycles and nerves. A strong beneficial side-effect of the construction of such classes is the ease with which the persistence of homology class objects can be computed (see, e.g., [6] , [2] ). More importantly, the construction of topology classes leads to problem size reduction (see, e.g., [13, §3.1, p. 5]). 
Proof.
From Theorem 2, (K, δ Φ ) is a descriptive proximity space. Let vNrvA, vNrvB be vortex nerve complexes in K. The closure cl(vNrvA) is finite and includes the boundary bdy(vNrvA) is a path-connected cycle in vNrvA. From Lemma 4(4), bdy(vNrvA) is a vortex nerve. Consequently, cl(vNrvA) is in K (CW containment property).
Since K is finite, cl(vNrvA) intersects a only a finite number of other vortex nerves in K. Proof. 
